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I D K A W I HE LINE at the d o g fo o d c o m m e rcia l; I will not d o

the do g to o d c o m m e r c ia l,” insists L aw rence L o n g le y , assistant
professor o f go v ern m e nt.

1— Stanley Turrentine (Prichett’s)
2— Rio (Waukesha-Rev’s)
4— Neil Seda La (Madison-Collisseum)
5-6— Rio (Someplace Else)
5—
7— Eddie Harris (AmazingraceEvanston.III.)
6— Modern Jazz Quartet (Madison
Coliseum)
7— Jackson Browne/Orleans (audi
torium)
10— le d INugent/Montrose (Audi
torium)
14— Neil Young (Madison-Coliseum)
• 5— Bill Evans (Madison-UW Union
Theater)
15-16— Bill Quaieman (AmazingraceEvanston, 111.)
19— Eagles (Madison-Coliseum)
19-20— John Lee Hooker (Blue River
Cafe)
19-21— Ry Cooder (AmazingraceEvanston, III.)
26-29— Jim Post/Corky Siegel (Amazingrace-Evanston, 111.)
30— l-oghat
(Madison-Coliseum)

Longley visits Today Show
by Carol Rees
Lawrence's
own
Larry
Longley, assistant professor of
government, will be appearing on
the Today Show on Nov. 2. The
show will be aired on Channel 5 of
Green Bay at 7:00-7:30 am
(Wisconsin time). Longley has
been asked to talk on the Elec
toral College, but he was quick to
add, "1 draw the line at the dog
food commercial; I will not do the
dog food commercial.”
Longley will spend the weekend
in Washington D.C. where he
claims “ I ’m going to touch bases
with some people.” Then, he will
arrive in New York on Monday to
work out some last details with
the producers for the Tuesday
show. Presently, a blackboard
draped in American flag bunting
with “ Electoral College” printed
across the top will be supplied for
Longley’s presentation.
Advice and encouragement has
come to Longley from the
faculty.
He has solem nly
promised to mention Lawrence’s
name as often as possible.
Several faculty have suggested
that he wear a Lawrence U.
sweat shirt with ‘‘Applications
Invited” printed on it. Finally,
Chong-Do Hah, professor of
government, informed Longley
succinctly, ‘‘You blow it, you
out!”
Longley intends to make four

points about possible effects the
Electoral College may have on
these year’s election. First, he
doubts that Eugene McCarthy
will gather electoral votes
comparable to the way that
Wallace did in 1968 Secondly,
Longley does feel however that
the Electoral College does affect
the campaign strategy of a
candidate. Since every state is on
a winner take all system, the nine
states with the largest electoral
delegations become the focal
points of a candidate’s campaign.
T hirdly, Longley can well
im agine that the election’s
popular vote winner might lose in
the E lectoral College. His
theory is that Carter might lose
the presidency if Ford were to
carry the nine major states.
Finally, as always, there is the
possibility of a delegate to the
college changing his vote, and in
a tight election that could have
true impact.
Longley has a new book coming
out in late November titled The
Electoral College: Biases Newly
Measured Longley showed some

enthusiam at the possibility of a
mix-up in the election ‘‘because
my book would sell like h—
then.”
In closing, Longley made two
other comments. ‘‘Some political
scientists have argued that the
Electoral College is a bulwark
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against corruption spreading
from one state to another. But 1
have found that fraud and
corruption in a state can have a
profound effect and is actually
m agnified by the E lectoral
College.” Longley also felt that
‘ anyone who doesn’t vote for one
of the two major candidates is not
very wise, considering the
Electoral College system.” This
is because Longley feels that
McCarthy is a “ potential wild
card who could easily throw the
election to Ford.”
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Pillage continues unchecked
by Pat Brown
Since the last outbreak of
thefts. Dean Lauter can report
both “ good and b a d " news. Many
stolen articles have turned up
d u rin g the past week, but
meanwhile, more items have
been reported missing.
A sofa and chair from Plantz
and a chair from Kohler were
found on the first floor of
Raym ond House in the common
room. S im ilarly, other stolen
articles were located in various
dorms. A lam p was found in Sage
Hall with an anonymous note
attached to it, saying that it
belonged to Ortnsby. A chair and
a lam p taken from Sage were
found in a student’s room in
Trever. and another Sage lam p
was retrieved from a trash can
behind Plantz.
In those cases where students
were responsible for the thefts,
Dean Lauter does not know what
disciplinary action, if any at all,
will be taken The recent rash of
thefts has already caused much
concern on cam pus, but when
these incidents can be traced
back to the students, the problem
becomes ever more “ troubling"
according to Dean Lauter.

Lauter realizes that most
students will refrain from in

fo rm in g
on
th e ir
frie n d s,
nevertheless, he urges students
to “ be on the lookout" for any
questionable activities. With the
lim ite d se c u rity on c a m p u s,
cooperation from students is
necessary to curb thefts. Lauter
believes that in the past week,
students have been cooperative
(sometimes with a little prod
ding), and he also credits last
week’s I.awrentian article for
drawing attention to the problem
an d
for
possibly
in d u c in g
students to return stolen articles
to their proper places.
Thefts and burglaries reported
this past week include: Delt
House pinball and Coke m achine.
Phi Delt turntable and Coke
machine. Phi Tau Coke machine,
and a flute from the basement of
the Conservatory. As yet. the
number of thefts has not called
for drastic security measures
like locking dorm itory doors at
night, but in the long run, the
students will pay the expenses
these petty thefts incur. For
example, if $4000 worth of goods
are lost in a year, replacement
costs might mean a $4000 cut in
other areas. Lauter said that
each in d iv id u a l student w ill
inevitably suffer.

Things to remember . . .
1) Election Day is Tuesday. November 2 ..
2) If you have not registered to vote, you are still eligible to
vote in the election by registrating at the polls. Be sure to take
your L.U. I D. card.
3) Those who live east of Drew St. vote at the First English
Lutheran Church at 326 E. North St. Those who live *est of Drew
St. (Brokaw Hall) vote at Columbus School at 913 N. Oneida.

WLFM presents panorama of sound
by Muffy Shumway

WLFM. Lawrence University’s
FM radio station, has come a
long way since its origins in the
basement of the w om en’s
gymnasium twenty years ago.
WLFM (91.1 FM) is a non
commercial, non-profit station
licensed by the FCC and run
entirely by Lawrence students.
The broadcast area extends over
a 60 mile radius covering most of
the Fox Valley. Until last year
when its stereo generator blew
out. WLFM was broadcasting in
stereo. As of last spring. WLFM
has moved from the basement of
the Conservatory to the Media
Center of the new Seeley G. Mudd
Library.
According to WLFM General
Manager Steven Liebschutz, ’78.
the main advantage of the new
facilities is that they give
everyone more room to work in.
The facilities include managers’
offices, a separate news booth, an
outlet for the UPI machine, and
sufficient room for the 7,000
record library.
In 1958 WLFM broadcasted
only on Saturdays, but now it is
on the air from 2:00 pm -2:00 am
daily, braodcasting a wide
variety of programs. Since the
station is licensed by the FCC, it
must com ply with certain
r e g u la tio n s .
in c lu d in g
p rog ram m ing five hours of
classical music every day. In
addition to the usual classical
music and jazz, the '76 - '77 fallwinter program has a wide range
of new shows listed in the recent
flyer. The student shows include
a special on British folk music.
“General Guinness;” “ Mystery
Theater,” horror tales dramatizrii by Lawrence students; and
and Visions of Women.”
pr^spnt(jrt jjv Downer Feminist

Program Manager Mary Jane
Cowen, '77. says she never has
problems finding students to do
shows. After a student has been
trained on a slower-paced
classical music show, he can
petition to have a show on his
special interest. Student DJs
begin
their
trainin g
with
provisional license, good for
three months. After this initial
period, all DJs must apply for a
third class radio and telephone
operator’s license, which is all
that is needed to broadcast on
any FM station.
This year WLFM is tapping
faculty sources. For the first
time. WLFM has a faculty ad
visor, Michael Sherm an, in 
structor in h um anities and
history. Sherm an says that
there has been some “ beefing"
among the faculty about WLFM.
He decided that rather than
complain, he would do something
about it. As faculty advisor he
forms a liason between the
faculty and the students. “The
station doesn’t cater to the
faculty,” says Sherman. For
example, he said, many of the
faculty members would like to
hear more classical music or
lectures in the evenings rather
than rock. Sherman is presently
applying to the National En
dowment for the Humanities for
funds to reproduce some of the
lectures on campus so that they
will be suitable for broadcasting.
This term. WLFM is featuring
“ Faculty Night Out,” one of
S h erm an’s new ideas. The
program gives faculty members
a chance to. as the flyer says,
“ select from am ong their
favorites and provide insightful
commentary.”
W LFM
also
broadcasts
programs produced outside the
University. The latest hit, says

Cowen is “ Moon Over Morocco,”
a spoof on adventure stories.
Other
extra-mural
taped
presentations are, “ BBC Science
Magazine,” “ Earthwatch,” and
“ Voices in the Wind.”
Liebschutz and Cowen agree
that W LFM ’s programming must
serve both the Lawrence com
munity and the Fox Valley.
Though a survey is underway to
determine the exact makeup of
the WLFM audience, Cowen and
Liebschutz feel that LU con
stitutes a m ajority of their
listeners and they try to cater to
LU tastes. But, since WLFM is
the only classical music station in
the Fox Valley, Liebschutz noted
that it is a good alternative for all
the area listeners. Cowen feels
that Law rentians could take
better advantage of their station.
“ Any groups on campus which
need publicity for a meeting or
would like to make an an
nouncement should use us," she
said, “ we’re right here.”
News Director Keith Spurgeon
says that he is also trying to shift
more emphasis onto Lawrence
events in
his
15 m inute
newscasts. The newscasts in
clude
student-edited
in 
ternational and state news items
obtained from the adjacent UPI
machine, along with a listing of
events included on “This Week"
and other Lawrence highlights.
To celebrate its 21 years of
operation, WLFM is having an
open house on November 6th,
Homecoming week-end. Director
of Broadcasting Larry Page has
sent out invitations to various
WLFM alumns to come for
refreshments in the new facilities
from 10:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. All
students are also welcome to
attend.
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Dear Editor:

In the October 22nd issue,
Warren Beck writes you that
people who wish to vote for
McCarthy should stay home in
order to make “ not voting a
principled act.” This he con
cludes by using the primitive two
valued logic of ‘either Ford or
Carter.’
There are other candidates and
other parties to vote for than just
the one that will win. Looking at it
from the broadest perspective,
future elections will either
continue the old logic, or they will
become weighted in favor of
more personally satisfying
choices, greater possibilities for
change and a breaking of the old
two party monopoly, etc.
Of course McCarthy is still a
democrat, according to the court
which declared him ‘not a
political party.’ I suppose that as
an independent democrat he
would have more of an affect on
the liberality of the next
dem ocratic presidential can
didate than he would have on the
balance of political parties in that
election. It would take voting for
someone from a different party
altogether to really bring us a
non-Aristotelian,
multi-valued
logic for our electorial system . . .
one that follows more the line of
empirical science. Afterall, this
is 1976.

Hopor Council Views
“ I think (it) is farse (sic).”
“ I ’ve alw ays been perfectly
satisfied with the code . . . and
Honor in general at Lawrence.”
The above are two of the
comments received by the 75-76
Honor Council in a survey
distributed to the student body
last winter. The survey was an
attempt to probe the general
attitude on campus towards the
Code and its implementation. The
results, we hoped, would indicate
to the Council the viability of the
Code in its present form and
suggest possible improvements.
The survey was administered
to a small random sample of the
students with a resulting 84
percent return. The survey itself
was split into three categories of
inquiry: how much information
the respondent had concerning
the code, and how and when he or
she had received it; questions
concerning exposure to violations
and the severity of reaction to
such, and specific questions
concerning the respondent’s
attitude toward the code and its
various ram ificatio ns.
The
results are eye-opening.
The following discussion is not
meant
to
be
considered
exhaustive, but indicates our
assay of the general trends
revealed by the survey. Those
interested in a more complete
examination of the survey are
urged to contact a member of the
council.
Of the respondents, 13 percent
indicated no recollection of ever
having signed the Honor pledge.
The Pledge, in the past, has been
included in the application of
admission. All present students
have signed the following pledge:
“ I hereby affirm that 1 -un
derstand
and
accept
the
responsibility of the provisions
and stipulations of the LU Honor
system.”
In the future, the Pledge will be
signed upon matriculation, with
fair warning given in the ap
plication for admission.
40 percent of respondents have
never read the Honor Code
pamphlet, although all students
have received at least one copy.
The Council plans to distribute
short fliers giving pertinent in
formation concerning the Code to
all students in the near future,
and will at that time make copies

of the pamphlet easily available
to those students desiring one.
Apparently, in the past, the
Council has not been informative
enough concerning the Code, as
reflected by a 76 percent
agreement with that allegation.
The Council has attempted to
educate students through many
tactics— dorm meetings, group
lecture (at freshman assemblies
and seminars) and distribution of
the pamphlet. In keeping up
perclassmen
inform ed, the
Council has felt this was best
accom plished
through
the
faculty. In the past, professors
have been asked to discuss the
Code with all their classes. 50
percent of the respondents have
indicated that only 0-19 percent of
their professors have discussed
the Code in any of their classes.
Many of the respondents have
considered this situation in their
comments at the end of the
survey.
One person surveyed had this
to say, ‘‘in all my time at
Lawrence (10 terms), not one
professor has made a point of
discussing the Honor Code with
students in class. I feel that the
professor has an obligation to
make clear to his students the
importance of the Honor Code
and the consequences of its
violation.” Another wrote ‘‘most
(professors) are fairly in 
diffe re n t.” R egarding re af
firmation of the Honor Pledge,
there was a even distribution of
answers concerning the per
centage of work on which the
respondents have reaffirm ed
their pledge. Professors are
asked not to accept any written
work that is not accompanied by
this reaffirmation. This serves to
remind all that the community is
working under a code of honor
17 percent of respondents in
dicated that they have directly
observed (a) violation(s) of the
Code that they considered serious
enough to report. Most of these
violations were judged by the
respondents to have been com
mitted in order to receive an A or
a B as a matter of convenience,
rather than to avoid receiving an
F or a U. Obviously, the present
pressure to achieve lies beyond
many Honor Code infractions.
How many of those graduating
“with Honors” will be doing so
because of dishonesty?

Yours Truly,
— DAN F R E D R IC K S O N
Class of '68

the
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Task Force
To the Lawrence Community.
On Wednesday, November 3, at
7:30 p.m., the Sub-Task Force on
Curriculum will hold an open
hearing in Riverview Lounge. We
will solicit ideas and opinions on
how Lawrence’s curriculum
might be changed in order “ to
continue to attract 1400 quality
students” (one of the charges
from the Task Force on Long
Range Planning). In all our
deliberations we are, of course,
assuming that the curriculum
will continue to be oriented
towards the liberal arts.
At present the sub-task force is
considering
the
following
questions: (1) In what way is
L aw rence
U n iv e r s it y ’ s
curriculum attractive to high
school students considering
college? Can we make it more
attractive?
(2) How does
L aw rence
U n iv e r s it y ’ s
curriculum relate to career
orientation? Should changes be
made to make it more relevant to
acquiring first jobs? (3) What
curricular resources are present
at Lawrence for some kind of
successful continuing education
program, including such things
as summer institutes, week-end
sem inars?
(4)
Can
any
dem ographic or ideological
trends in American society be
pinpointed that might be relevant
to curricular planning for the
next decade? (5) Is it possible to
come to any consensus on what
arts and competences a liberally
educated person should have?
Can a curriculum be assessed in
terms of how well students ac
tually acquire those arts and
competences?

We are also concerned to
develop criteria for assessing
proposed changes. In what way
does the proposed curricular
change “ im prove” the university
(more attractive to students?
B e tte r
use
of
L aw re nce
U n iv e r s ity ’s
re so urce s?
L aw re nc e
U n iv e rs ity
m ore
distinctive or visible? Students
m ore
m a r k e ta b le ? )
W hat
evidence is available to suggest
that the proposed change will
improve the institution in the way
c la im e d ? Does the cha ng e
require additional faculty and
resources? Does it require shifts
in re s p o n s ib ilitie s of present
faculty and staff? Does it move
the curriculum away from or
toward liberal education?

We welcome your comments
about those agenda items, the
criteria for assessing proposed
changes, and any other areas
that you see pertinent to the
charge of the Long Range
Planning Task Force. The sub
task force will be working with
this charge through December;
so. if you have any ideas about
curricular planning, please come
to the open meeting or write a
memo to the sub-task force.
Members of the sub-task force
on curriculum include Marjorie
Buchanan (trustee), Ann Hackler
(student),
Colin
Murdoch
(faculty), Jim Murphy (student),
Sumner R ichm an (fa c u lty ),
Robert Rosenberg (faculty, on
leave from the sub-task force
during Autum n te rm ), and
Leonard Thompson (faculty).
Cordially,
— L E O N A R D THOM PSON

One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest

A surprising percentage of
respondents .(76 percent) in 
dicated that they would report a
violation of the code. Many,
however, expressed hesitancy for
such reasons as not wanting to
“ rat” on another student. This
would indicate that students sign
the Honor-pledge only h a lf
heartedly and would really
rather see someone else have the
responsibility to enforce it. Some
students feel that a violation of
the code is a victimless in
fringement, although a greater
percentage do not. 90 percent of
respondents agree with the idea
of an honor code, but opinion was
evenly split concerning the
Code’s effectiveness in creating
and m a in ta in in g a healthy
academic environment. Only 10
percent
wanted
the Code
abolished.
Honor is a hard thing to “ in
still” in a person. Most Lawrence
students are officially adults
when they matriculate, each with
their own idea of the place of
honor. The Council strives to
strike a balance in the com
munity, to encourage students
and convince them of the im 
portance of being honest to
themselves and others. A code
sometimes collapses against the
greater
pressure
of
an
achievement-oriented
society.
The survey seems an accurate
reflection of what is happening
here. The council is faced with
some tough decisions in the
future. However, we are all
convinced of the value of an
honor code: our approach will be
toward revitalization rather than
eradication.
Members of the Honor Council
Karen Cleary
Mary Moore
Joan Doody Sharon Rowe-chairpmon
Jim Jacobs
Clay Ruebel
Harry Kraemer
Jon Siegel

“ You’re no crazier than the
average asshole walking along on
the street,” the insolent Randall
P. M cM urphy barks at the
voluntarily-com m itted
Billy
Bibbit.
M cM urphey’s
sane,
an
tithetical statement constrasts
nicely with the insane world of a
mental ward. Or any insane
world for that matter. Who is and
isn’t crazy is the very question
asked throughout Kesey’s One
Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest.
Certainly McMurphey, played
brilliantly by Academy-Awardwinner Jack Nicholson, feigning
insanity to stay off the work
farm, is not insane. Or is he
insane for even trying to “one
up” Big Nurse Ratched?
Or is Big Nurse insane in trying
to make her patients conform
through group therapy, giving
electro-shock treatm ent, and
lobotomies? Or is it the paranoid
Chief Bromden insane for
thinking he is as meek as a
mouse?
Questions concerning insanity
touch upon wide range of ex
tremes throughout this movie.
The movie was actually filmed
in an insane asylum in Oregon.
Facilities at the state hospital at
Salem were used along with a few
of
the
patients.
The
psychopathological world of
barbituates, locked doors, barren

walls, orderlies and nurses in
white coats m ake this movie
appear as real as possible.
Yet I found something missing
in the movie that is captured
quite effectively in the book. For
one thing, the movie is seen
through M cM urphey’s eyes and
not the Chief’s and this tends to
d istort c e rta in th e m e s and
situations. It seems that Kesey is
trying to m ake a rather sad
comment on m ental institutions
in America today, am ong other
things. This is one of the reasons
w hy
the
a u d ie n c e ’s
un
c o n tro lla b le
la u g h te r
at
neutrally-funny situations per
turbed one. After working in a
mental institution this sum m er, I
had a d iffic u lt tim e even
sm irking at certain parts of the
film . Also, I did not hate Nurse
Ratched nearly as m uch in the
movie as I did in the book.
In any case, director Philos
Form an gives you movie goers a
real night on the town. This
m ov ie,
w h ich
in clu d e s
Nicholson’s best performance as
an actor, should not be missed.
by J E F F H A W L E Y
Movies this weekend include:
Viking - “The Gnom e M obile”
Cinema I - “ One Flew Over The
C u ck o o ’s N e st”
M a rc
I
“ Mother, Jugs, and Speed” Marc
2 - “ All The President’s M en”

Official Notice
As per the Honor Code requirements, the following is a
summary of Honor Council cases heard during Term II, 1976.
A student was found to have not violated the Code in the
form of cheating on an exam.
A student was found to have violated the Honor Code by
cheating on an exam. The penalty imposed was failure of the
exam.
A student was found to have unintentionally violated the
Code by plagerizing material used in a paper. The Council
issued an official warning, recommended that the Honor System
pamphlet be studied, and returned the paper to the professor to
be graded on its own merit.
The Honor Council
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LUCC begins year
by Dave Kaehler
The Lawrence University
Com m unity Council (LU CC),
under the adm in istratio n of
president Rolf Von Oppenfeld,
has thus far met twice during the
current term.
As one of the first actions of the
year, LUCC confirm ed a p 
pointments to the Committee on
Committees and to several LUCC
offices. In addition, Mike Munson
was again confirmed as chair
man of the Foiling and Elections
Committee. Those appointments
are for the duration of the
academic year.
At the most recent meeting,
two pieces of proposed legislation
of direct interest to the Lawrence
Community were introduced. The
first deals with the current
prohibition against dogs or cats
in
University
housing.
Specifically, this legislation
would allow the presence of dogs
or cats in fraternities and small
houses, pending fulfillment of
certain
voting
and
ad
m inistrative
requirem ents.
LUCC had enacted a bill similar
to the one under consideration

two years ago, but later
rescinded it due to difficulties
encountered with the m a in 
tenance of the pets.
The second piece of legislation
will serve to create a committee
to supervise the Lawrence Bowl.
As it stands, the football team has
almost exclusive use of a rather
substantial piece of University
property. The new committee is
envisioned as allowing greater
utilization of the Bowl by the
Lawrence Com m unity. The
above legislation will be acted on
at the next meeting of LUCC.
Perhaps the most important
action taken thus far was a
statement by President Rolf Von
Oppenfeld concerning goals for
LUCC. As LUCC is basically a
deliberative body concerned with
meeting the needs of the
Lawrence community, it is im 
portant that the body examine
issues and goals of interest to the
community. Some of the goals
mentioned included plans for a
new LUCC constitution, plans for
an Affirmative Action program,
and
plans
for
student
representation on the board of
Trustees.
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Racism here at Lawrence?

Von Oppenfeld says yes
by Chris Kuner
Editor’s Note: This is the first in
a series of articles dealing with
the problems of m inority
enrollment at Lawrence. Future
issues will include interviews
with President Thomas Smith,
minority students, and admission
officers.
In the past years a few people
have devoted a great deal of
attention towards the situation of
minorities at Lawrence. Many
believe
that
Lawrence
is
oblivious to the needs of such
groups, and that not enough ef
fort has been made to attract
them to the university. Others
would claim that there is a
problem, but that it does not exist
in proportions large enough to
w arrant any great concern.
Racism is often blamed for the
lack of minority representation
at Lawrence.
One of the most outspoken of
those who claim that racism does
exist at Lawrence has been Rolf
Von Oppenfeld. Von Oppenfeld. a
senior, is intimately involved
with
Strike
R acism ,
an
organization which he defines as
"a group thM aims to learn more
about racism at Lawrence, and
more importantly to help people
recognize racist attitudes in
themselves and in the situations
they encounter” .
Von Oppenfeld began by
remarking that racism at the
university obviously does not
take the form of the blatant KKK

. ^
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‘YES, this is Strike Racism speaking . . . ”
Photo by Pat Morris
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vigilanteism that so many people
think of when they hear the word.
Instead racism is m anifested
in the form of apathy and
disinterest in the importance of
having a multi-cultural student
body. Thus he accuses the ad
ministration of not taking a real
interest in the situation of
minorities on campus. Von Op
penfeld also feels that Lawrence
has been making a very half
hearted effort to attract minority
students. When confronted with a
statement President Smith made
in 1972 that there would be “ 100 or
more (black students) by the fall
of 1973” , Von Oppenfeld noted
that only 22 black freshman
matriculated that year, a number
which he said steadily declined to
4 in ’74, 6 in ’75, and 6 this year.
“ Lawrence doesn’t consider it
im portant (to recruit black
students)” , he said. “There’s a
lack of comprehension of what
the real problem is.”
In response to the lack of black
faculty members and adm in
istrators, Von Oppenfeld says
that the situation could be
summed up in the statement.
“ Lawrence’s recruitment efforts
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have been so limited that L.U.
c a n ’t even be accused of
tokenism” . In a statement made
earlier this year, former VicePresident for Academic Affairs
Thomas H eadrick, said that
minority recruitment “ is difficult
because
applications
and
resumes don’t always include
racial data. It’s very possible
that blacks could be applying and
we would never know it.” Von
Oppenfeld countered by saying
that it is in fact not at all difficult
to tell blacks from other ap
plicants, because their records
usually show a greater number of
black studies courses than those
of applicants of other races. He
also added that all serious con
tenders for faculty positions are
interviewed, which would seem
to remove all question of their
race.
Von Oppenfeld was also critical
of the univ ersity’s “ Black
Studies” program. He said that
black students have complained
to him that those courses offered
as relating to “ Black Studies”
are often taught from a viewpoint
that is “ white, not AfroAmerican” . Thus, according to
Von Oppenfeld, this is typical of
the way the university is handling
the needs of the black student.
Von Oppenfeld mentioned that
there have been times when
things got out of hand. He
remarked that he can recall
occasions when students who
were working for racial change
were openly afraid to walk across
the campus. He also said that in
the past some students have been
advised by certain faculty
members not to take courses
from specific professors, because
it was thought that the students
might not get a “ fair shake” . Von
Oppenfeld expressed the feeling
that there was
“ am azing
h ostility’ ’
toward
certain
students because of their beliefs.
In conclusion Von Oppenfeld
was asked to sum up the way he
felt things were going, and
whether the situation had gotten
better or worse since he had been
at Lawrence He said that he felt
matters have become worse in
the last few years. In his words,
“ the possibility for improvement
has been greatly diminished” . He
commented that racism, whether
conscious or subconscious, hurts
all members of the Lawrence
community, and that a m ulti
cultural community is essential
to a truly liberal education.
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F o r d vs. C a rte r
“ The best and most effective way to create new jobs is to pursue
balanced economic policies that encourage the growth of the private
sector without risking a new round of inflation. This is the core of my
economic policy, and I believe that the steady improvements in the
economy over the last half year on both the unemployment and in
flation fronts bear witness to its essential wisdom I intend to continue
this basic approach because it is working.’’
“ My proposed economic policies are expected to produce lasting
productive jobs, not temporary jobs paid for by the American tax
payer.”
“ This is a policy of balance, realism and common sense. It is a
sound policy which provides long term benefits and does not promise
more that it can deliver.”
“ President Ford is not going to be satisfied until everybody who
wants a job has a job. That is the only criterion by which this ad
ministration will judge whether we are going well or badly. Everyone
who wants a job has to have a job under this administration.”
“ It is true that what I am proposing is not going to get the
unemployed back to work overnight But it will get them back to work,
with lasting and secure jobs - not deadend jobs supported by the
government.. . One cannot promise full employment overnight, and I
hope nobody does in the upcoming debate, because it is a cruel
illusion.”

We cannot realistically afford federally dictated national
coverage for a l l . . . I do envision the day when we may use the private
health-insurance system to offer more middle-income families highquality health services at prices they can afford and shield them from
catastrophic illnesses.”
“ Under Medicare about 3 million people out of 24 million are af
fected by catastrophic illness. It was a choice between making sure
that those people . . . were relieved of the financial and mental burden
and putting a slight additional charge on the remainder . . . it is my
feeling that they would be willing to pay a little more to get this
guarantee of catastrophic illness care.”
I am asking Congress for Health Care Act which will consolidate
Medicaid and 15 categorical Federal health programs into a $10 billion
block grant to the States . . . this legislation will achieve a more
equitable distribution of Federal health dollars by providing funds
according to a formula giving primary weight to a State’s low-income
population . . . Let me emphasize that every State will receive more
Federal funds in fiscal years 1977, 1978, and 1979 under the block grant
than it received in the fiscal year 1976.

“ My first objective,” Ford states, “ is to have sound economic
growth without inflation. We all know from recent experience what
runaway inflation does to ruin every other worthy purpose. We are
slowing it; we must stop it cold.”
“ This is not a policy of the quick fix.” Ford asserts in his 1977
budget message. “ It does not hold out the hollow promise that we can
wipe out inflation and unemployment overnight. Instead, it is an
honest, realistic policy - a policy that says we can steadily reduce
inflation and unemployment if we maintain a precedent, balanced
approach.”
“ We are going to get the rate of inflation down to the kind of a level
where this country can grow and prosper, and people, whether they
are on fixed income or working in a factory or tilling the soil or
teaching in this university, or students who are going here will get a
fair shake and not be robbed day after day after day by the kind of
inflation we had in 1974.”
“ Greater utilization must be made of nuclear energy in order to
achieve energy independence and maintain a strong economy. It is
likewise vital that we continue our world leadership as a reliable
supplier of nuclear technology in order to assure that worldwide
growth in nuclear power is achieved with responsible and effective
controls.”
“ It is essential that the Congress act if we are to take timely ad
vantage of our nuclear energy potential. I urge enactment of the
Nuclear Licensing Act to streamline the Licensing procedures for the
construction of new power plants.”
The Administration has requested the following FY77 funding for
energy:
Nuclear power <includes plant and capital equipment) $3,554 million
Fossil energy development
467 million
Solar energy
130 million
Geothermal energy
47 million
The budget includes 575.4 million for the breeder reactor and 378
for the development of nuclear fusion.
“ I can tell you that the farmers are producing. Our big problem ..
. is the middleman profit. The farmer doesn’t get it and the consumer
doesn’t get it. and one of the jobs that the Department of Justice must
do, the Federal Commission must do, and others, is to find out why
there is such an abnormally high differential between what the farmer
gets and what the consumer pays, and we are going to go after it.”
“ I believe very strongly that Earl Butz is one of the finest
Secretaries of Agriculture our country has ever had. Under the
leadership of this administration and Secretary Butz, we have made
solid gains in agriculture. The last three years have registered the
highest net farm income in America’s history. American farmers
have been relieved of heavy and costly burdens of government in
tervention. They have been given a new freedom to meet the challenge
of the open market and have been rewarded for it.”

Unemployment

Health care

I think the major priority of the next Administration has got to
be employment. My own belief is that we can get the adult unem
ployment rate down to 3 percent or the overall rate down to 4.5 per
cent, without any adverse effect on inflation.”
“ I believe that anyone who is able to work ought to work- and
ought to have a chance to work . . . any system of economics is
bankrupt if it sees either value or virtue in unemployment. We simply
cannot check inflation by keeping people out of work.”
“ I think the major thrust ought to be the strengthening of the
private sector, not guaranteeing everybody they will get a job from
the federal government.”
“To reach full employment we must assure:
-support for the Full Employment Act of 1976.
- countercyclical assistance to cities with high unemployment
-an expansionary fiscal and monetary policy for the coming fiscal
year to stimulate demand, production and jobs;
- (stimulation and incentives for) the private sector to hire the
unemployed and to retain workers already employed even during
periods of economic downturn. To provide an additional incentive, the
unemployment compensation tax paid by the employers should be
provided for businesses which hire persons previously unemployed
-an increased commitment by the federal government to fund the
cost of on-the-job training by business;
-more efficient em ploym ent services to match people to jobs;
• improved manpower training programs;
- creation of m eaningful and productive public needs jobs as a
supplement to the private sector, including jobs for unmet needs in
areas such as housing rehabilitation and repairing our railroad
roadbeds.”

“Our present health care system is in need of drastic
reorganization.” Carter’s proposals include; “ a national health in
surance program financed by general tax revenues and employeremployee shared payroll taxes -which is universal and mandatory.”
Carter also calls for improving the American system of medical
care . . . streamlining of the “ bureaucratic sprawl” of Federal health
agencies. Carter says that the system would be phased over a four
year period. His program differs slightly from the Kennedy- Corman
bill in that it allow-s private administration a “portion” of the
program. Carter does not say how much his proposal would cost. He
says that rates for both institutional care and doctor fees would be set
in advance.
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“ There are more humane and economically sound solutions to
inflation than the Republican program of forced recessions and high
unemployment. We must battle inflation through:
- steady flow of jobs and output
- a better matching of supply and demand
- reform of government regulations which unnecessarily add to
consumer costs
- strict anti-trust and consumer protection enforcement
- increased emphasis on productivity
- lower interest rates
^
- effective monitoring of inflationary trends and forces
- standby wage and price controls, which the President could
apply selectively.”

Nuclear power

‘A y

Agriculture

“The private commercial production of enriched nuclear fuel
should be approached with extreme caution.”
“ U.S. dependence on nuclear power should be kept to the
minimum necessary to meet our needs. We should apply much
stronger safety standards as we regulate its use. And we must be
honest with our people concerning its problems and dangers.”
. all of us must recognize that the widespread use of nuclear
power brings many risks . . . Beyond these dangers, there is the
fearsome prospect that the spread of nuclear reactors will mean the
spread of nuclear weapons to many nations.”
“ What we must prevent. . . is the sale of small pilot reprocessing
plants which sell for only a few million dollars, have no commercial
use at present, and can only spread nuclear explosives around the
world.”

“ We need a national food policy that will assure the consumer
abundance of supplies at prices he or she can afford and will avoid the
shortages that drive prices higher. Such a policy can also assure
farmers that they can produce abundantly at a fair price to them. We
can do both.”
“ We should maintain a predictable, reasonably small and stable
reserve of agricultural products . . . This carefully managed reserve
would support farm incomes when prices are low, help avoid boosts to
the inflationary spiral, provide assurance of supplies to our foreign
customers and facilitate a regular flow of food aid . .. We must strive
to give farmers incentives to produce abundantly.”
“ If you establish price supports for domestic crops equivalent to
production costs, I don’t consider that inflationary. The inflationary
aspect comes in when you have wild fluctuations in price.”

i
\
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“ The problem is not an immediate shortage. The problem is that
we are becoming more and more dependent on foreign oil imports
Two years ago, we were relying on foreign oil imports to the extent of
about 33 percent. Today, it is up to almost 40 percent, and unless we
stimulate more U.S. production of oil and natural gas, and unless we
utilize our vast resources of coal, unless we espedite the construction
and installation of more nuclear powerplants, unless we more rapidly
develop some of our exotic fuels, our dependence on foreign oil will go
up, up, up, which means that we are more dependent not only on the
amount of foreign oil, but the price they charge us.”
"The Arab embargo proved that our Nation had become ex
cessively dependent upon others for our oil supplies . . . We must
reduce our vulnerability to the economic disruption which a few
foreign countries can cause by cutting off our energy supplies or by
arbitrarily raising prices. We must regain our energy’independence.”
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“ The mishandling of the energy problem is a problem cause of the
current economic crisis. We are the only civilized nation on earth
without an energy policy. This negligence is a crime against the
American people.”
Carter has called “ Project Independence” a ‘joke.’
“ It is unlikely that we will be totally ‘independent’ of oil imports
during this century. It is certainly not possible or necessary for us to
be energy independent by 1985, but we should be free from possible
blackmail or economic disaster which might be caused by another
boycott. Our reserves should be developed, imports reduced to
manageable levels, standby rationing procedures evolved and
authorized, and aggressive economic reprisals should await any
boycotting oil supplier.”
“ I favor a system which would keep oil imports at or below the
present 40 percent level.”
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Liberal Cornell seeks re-election
by Mike Calabrese
Born in Door county, Father
Cornell taught history at St.
Norbert College in DePere for 20
years and has experience as
Democratic Party Chairman of
the 8th district. Cornell ran for
Congress in 1970 and 1972 before
defeating Harold Froehlich by
12.000 votes in 1974. As a member
of the House of Representatives
for the past two years he has
served on the Education and
Labor C om m ittee and the
Veterans Affairs subcommittee.
He proposed a negative income
tax bill providing a $225 tax credit
for each person to replace
welfare programs such as food
stamps and aid to Dependent
Children. He has strongly sup
ported congressional reform and
campaign limits, and has voted
against all general m ilita ry
appropriations bills.
Two consumer groups and the
National Council of Senior
Citizens gave Cornell a 100
percent voting record. The
National Farm er’s union. AFLCIO. United Auto Workers, and
the Communication Workers of
America have rated his voting
record with a 90 percent or
better.
In past elections, the Norbertine priest has carried Brown

by the government to all
Americans. As a member of the
sub-committee on Veteran Af
fairs, Cornell has been sym
pathetic toward draft resisters
and deserters from the Vietnam
era. On the gun control issue, the
Political Action fund, the United
Congressman
favors
the
Auto Workers, and the AFL-CIO
outlawing of cheap handguns,
committee on political action
though he does not oppose
have contributed between $1000
restrictions on guns used for
and $4500 to his c a m p a ig n .
sporting purposes.
K a u k a u n a , K im b e rly , L ittle
All three candidates seeking
C hute,
an d
M enasha
are
the
House of Representative seat
D e m o c r a tic
s tr o n g h o ld s
surrounding Appleton that are for the 8th district support a
c o n s titu tio n a l
am endm ent
favorable to Cornell.
against
abortion.
Cornell feels
Congressman Cornell has
expressed liberal positions on there is a need for a pro-life
many 1976 issues. Though he feels amendment that protects the
the Humphrey-Hawkins bill rights of the unborn, aged,
needs work he backs the concept crippled, and retarded
The November 2 election
of federal government providing
between
congressman Cornell
jobs to m ain tain full em 
ployment. He agrees with the and ex-congressman Froehlich is
considered a tossup, yet the
union’s contention that collective
Cornell workers hope the in
bargaining should be dealt with
cumbency and relatively well
uniformly throughout the nation
financed cam paign of their
and therefore backs the repeal of
candidate will provide Cornell
the Taft-Hartley 14-b provision
with the winning edge.
for state-level right-to-work laws.
He contends that Wisconsin’s
rejection of a right-to-work law
has made Southern states more
attractive to paper companies.
county 2-1 and has had voter
appeal in working class areas.
His liberal voting record has
earned him strong support from
lab or
groups.
The
U nited
S teelw orkers
of
A m e rica

A dequate h e a lth ca re , he
believes, should be guaranteed

Photo Lawrentian

Q : W h a t is your ca m p a ig n strategy this year?
A : T o expose the record o f the in cu m b e n t . . .

Froehlich tries to regain office
by Mike ('alabrese

E x- congressm an
H aro ld
Froehlich offers a conservative
challenge to the labor backed
incumbent Robert Cornell, in
Wisconsin’s
Eighth
Congressional District race.
A lifelong resident of Appleton,
Froehlich is a CPA and holds a
law degree from the University of
Wisconsin Law School In 1962 he
was elected to the Wisconsin
Assembly. After ten years of
state service, he was elected to
the House of Representatives
from Wisconsin’s Eighth District,
succeeding John Byrnes. As a
member of the House Judiciary
Committee during his term as
co ng ressm an ,
( 1972-74)
Froehlich had the distinction of
being a conservative republican
who recommended two articles of
impeachment against Richard
Nixon. However, he feels
Watergate and the voter apathy it
produced, contributed heavily to
his 1974 loss to Robert Cornell,
During his 1972-1974 tenure in the
House, Froehlich sponsored and
backed legislation that he felt
was a benefit to the people of his
district, especially concerning
the dairy farmer.
O utagam ie and Waupaca
counties
gave
Froehlich

stron g suppo rt in the 1972
congressional election. Without
the c o n trib u tio n s la b o r has
donated to Cornell’s cam paign,
F ro e h lic h
has
been
m ore
dependent on s m a lle r co n 
trib u tio n s
from
in d iv id u a l
citizens. His cam paign strategy
is to expose the record of his
opponent, and to organize the
people of the Eighth District into
a c o a litio n w o rking for the
F ro e h lic h cru sad e.
N e ithe r
candidate could afford to poll the
d is tr ic t; m ost Froehlich-forCongress funds have been put
into radio and television ads.

Froehlich counters many of
Cornell’s liberal positions with
the
middle-American
con
servative point of view. He does
not support the HumphreyHawkins government guaranteed
jobs bill, but instead endorses
Jack Hemp's Jobs Creation Act.
By reorganizing the tax structure
and
encouraging
savings.
Froehlich believes the Jobs
Creation
Act
can
reduce
unemployment to 34 - 4 percent,
without costing the government a
cent. Unlike Cornell, he would not
vote for the repeal of the TaftHartley 14b provision for state
right-to-work laws.
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According to Froehlich. the
American health care system is
in good shape. His visit to St.
Vincent’s hospital reaffirmed his
conviction that free enterprise
and volunteer services provides
the nation with adequate care. He
is opposed to Kennedy’s National
Health Insurance bill. Froehlich
feels that draft resisters from the
Vietnam period, refused to ac
cept the opportunity Gerald Ford
offered them in public service
jobs, and that this is now a closed
issue. Cuts in the military budget
are possible, according to the ex
congressman. by cutting out
certain congressmen. To keep
America strong. Froehlich feels
technological advancement must
continue, and he supports the B-l
bomber. M aintaining a d if
ference in positions with his
opponent. Froehlich does not
advocate any gun control
legislation.
An issue ot great concern to
Froehlich. is the energy problem.
He feels the next congress must
develop a comprehensive energy
policy with emphasis on the use
of solar energy in the long run. In
the mean time, he feels nuclear
energy can be incorporated into
the energy policy of the United
States.
Froehlich considers abortion
an important political issue, and
supports
a
constitutional
amendment prohibiting abor
tions. None of the three can
didates running to represent the
Eighth District, feel the abortion
decision should be left to the
individual
After two years of a Ford ad
m inistration. Froehlich feels
confident about his chances of
once
again
representing
Wisconsin’s Eighth District in the
House of Representatives. He
feels his conservative positions,
as opposed to the liberal ones of
Cornell, better represent the
people of his district.
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Vikes Slide to Number Six
by (ieoff (irieve and
Joe M arini

Photo LU News

Netwomen end season smashingly
by Sandra Martin

Last weekend, the Women’s
Tennis Team concluded the ’76
season by defending their Con
ference Championship at Beloit.
This year was the second annual
WIC-WAC
(W isconsin
In 
dependent Colleges-Women’s
Athletic Conference) Tour
nament, with Lawrence retaining
the title. Last year the Vikes goldmedalled in two of the five
categories (No. 3 singles, Sandra
Martin, and No. 2 doubles, Ruth
Schumacher and Lynn LaJone).
This year Lawrence won four of
the five categories. The teams
closest to the Vikings’ 14-point
total Ripon and Carroll, with 7
and 6 points respectively.
The first Viking victory came
from Sandra Martin (’77), No. 3
singles, who defended her title
with a 6-1, 7-6 defeat over St.
Norbert’s in the finals. That close
second set score does not indicate
the fact that Martin was down 1-5
in that set before regaining the
momentum of the first set. She
won the tie-breaker 5-4 for her
victory.
The second Viking to submit an
undefeated performance was No.
2 singles player Stephanie
Howard ( ’80). The other finalist
in that division was Barb Horne,
Ripon who, until recently, was
undefeated in collegiate play.
Howard dealt her a commanding
6-2, 6-1 win.
In the doubles category,
Lawrence was clearly the
dominant force, winning both No.
1 and No. 2 doubles. Frosh team
P ietra Gardetto-Jan Hesson.
playing No. 1 doubles, split sets
with Ripon in the final match
with an exciting 6-4 victory in the
third (and deciding! set. For all
of the froshness of this team, they
executed an important win.
By far the most exciting match
of the tournament was the final
match of No. 2 doubles, also
between Lawrence and Ripon.
Those on hand in near-freezing
tem peratures to witness the
match had the unusual op
portunity of seeing the maximum
number of games that can be
played in a 2 of 3 set match.
Though the Lawrence No. 2
doubles team of Amy Bell (’78) Cyd Kinck (’77), co-captains, had
a 5-2 lead in the first set, Ripon
bounced back quickly to a 7-6
victory. Lawrence took the
second set 7-6 with the second tie
breaker of the m atch, and
struggled through a third tie
breaker to win the third set 7-6.
The only Lawrentian to miss
the indidividual gold medal was
Cathi Bourne, No. 1 singles. She
played an exceptionally strong
first match to easily defeat Jean
Luebke of Beloit, to whom she
had lost just a week before.
Unfortunately, Bourne met the
incomparable Debbie Arps of
Carroll College in the finals. Arps
was ranked No. 1 junior player in
Wisconsin for four years. Bourne
lost 2-6, 2-6 to Arps in a wellplayed match. Those scores show
as many games as Arps has given
up in a long time, which is a

distinction of its own.
This glowing cham pionship
comes at the end of an excellent
season in which the Vikes
finished 7-2 in dual meets, 2nd in
the ACM T ournam ent, and
finally, capturing the second
consecutive WIC-WAC Con
ference Crown.

Coach Heinecke looks for great
things to come next season,
losing only two senior letter
winners, Cyd Einck and Sandra
Martin. Perhaps the Men’s Team
will do as well in their season
when tennis returns to the
Lawrence Courts next spring.

The Lawrence Vikings sailed to
victory in Chicago last Saturday
on muddy waters as they blitzed
the University of Chicago
Maroons 24—8, at Stagg Field.
In the pouring rain and freezing
temperatures, Jeff the “ Baby
Bull” Chew lumbered to two
touchdowns in Alonzo Stagg
style, scoring from the one and
three yard lines. A maroon
fumble, one of the five in the
game, set up Ken Meyer’s pass to
Hon Wopat, who slipped and slid
his way into the end zone for
another Vike score.
The Lawrence defense, which
recovered four Chicago fumbles
played another fine game ac
cording to Coach Ron Roberts.
The only Chicago touchdown
came after a questionable pass
interference call against the
Vikings on their own five. Mike
Giblin eventually scored from the
one and a two point conversion
gave the Maroons their only
score of the game.
Jeff Reitz added a field goal to
Chew’s second touchdown, but

the weather took a turn for the
worse, and the game ended
without any more scoring.
Although Meyer was unable to
unleash his passing attack, Mark
Schoebohm and Chew showed
perhaps a glimpse of what is to
come, running well throughout
the game. Roberts and Offensive
Coach Rich Agness experimented
with a shotgun offense in
Chicago, but its effectiveness was
barely visible through the game.
The Vikings will need a few tricks
in the next two weeks, as they
must travel to Beloit this week
and host Ripon the following
week to cap off the Midwest
Conference regular season.
Beloit defeated ranked team
Illinois College last weekend, and
Lawrence will need a strong
offensive effort to go with the
defense to beat them. If they can
get by Beloit, the Lawrence Bowl
will be the scene of the Midwest
Conference
Division
title
Homecoming Weekend against
Ripon.
Saturday’s game in Beloit will
begin at 1:30 p.m., with WLFM
coverage as usual.
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Soccer cleatmen lose big one and stamp out Milwaukee
The soccer team in
their big title test,
were only one goal
short of being best.
But then on Wednesday
past they had some fun,
Smashing Milwaukee
Tech seven to one.
by David Anthony Cifrino

And so it went. In the game that
essentially decided the northern
division champion of the Midwest
conference Lawrence lost to Lake
Forest by a score of 2-1 last
Saturday. Ah well, an a p 
propriate sigh and a “ tisn’t it a

shame , and we re on our way.
The Vikings scored quickly arid
oddly. Grant H artup, whose
portentous and powerful left foot
has been a key to the superb
Lawrence defense this season,
shot a direct kick in on goal from
45 yards out. Ralph Bornhoeft, in
attempting to connect with the
ball screened the goalie, and the
ball sailed into the net. A good
start, but unfortunately the last
of the Lawrence scoring.
Both Lake Forest goals came
with less than fifteen minutes
remaining in the first half. The
first and tying goal came when
the opposing center halfback
spurted loose in front of the
Lawrence goal.
In one of the few moments that
a Lake Forester stood still, the
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forward paused before firing the
shot past the helpless McGee in
the Lawrence goal.
Lake Forest scored the winning
goal off a direct kick. Instead of
shooting directly at the goal Lake
Forest opted for a pass to the
right wing. He shot around the
Lawrence wall and into the net.
In the second half the play was
dom inated
by
outstanding
defensive efforts at both ends.
There we^e few chances on goal
(Lawrence hit the post once), as
the play was concentrated in the
m idfield area. Dragons live
forever, but not so Lawrence title
hopes.
However in another game the
irrepressible Lawrence soccer
spirit had this business of a
rematch against Milwaukee Area
Technical College. Milwaukee
had tied Lawrence the week
before.
Sensing that the Lawrence
scoring needed im provem ent
(only one goal in each of their last
two games), Captain Penn Ritter
concentrated his Monday and
Tuesday practice sessions in
improving the Lawrence scoring
skills. Practice may or may not
make perfect, but it certainly
paid off Wednesday as Lawrence
scored seven goals.
The first half ended in a one to
one tie. early in the opening
session. Mark “ Wacky” Taylor
streaked down the left side and
shot from a difficult angle on
goal. The Milwaukee goalkeeper
mishandled the ball and Geoff
Meader was there to take ad
vantage of the loose ball in front.
Milwaukee tied the game later in
the half on the second try of a
direct kick.
The second half might well be

The Eden Express, Mark Vonnegut, *1.95
—The astonishing autobiography of Mark
Vonnegut. “ Realizing I was crazy didn’t make
the crazy stuff from happening.”

termed the Ralph Bornhoeft
show. Not only did the right
winger score three goals, but he
also got the game winner. The
shot was blasted from the right.
Bornhoeft shot so quickly that the
goalkeeper did not have a chance
to move.
Freshm an Steve M cCardell
scored the insurance goal on a
fine individual effort. Picking the
ball up from about thirty yards
out. McCardell dribbled in on
goal, collected himself in front,
and scored to the left of the frozen
goal keeper (literally as well as
figuratively, game temperature:
18 degrees with the wind chill
factor.) McCardell took a pass
from Jim Jacobs who deserves
further mention in that he played
a truly intelligent and solid game
at halfback.
The Lawrence attack warmed
the chilly afternoon. Penn Ritter
unselfishly fed Charly Kron in
front, Meader scored on a direct
kick pass from Hartup, and
Bornhoeft twice more made the
difficult look easy in achieving
the hat trick.
As the Lawrence score clim 
bed.
Kelderm an cheerfully
em ptied
the
bench.
The
replacements demonstrated the
depth of the Lawrence team in
holding off Milwaukee and ad
ding to the scoring. This is a
young team that is enjoyable to
watch.
Your last chances to see them
in action are next week at St.
Norbert’s and the week after at
home, (Martinis anyone?), again
against St. Norberts. If you don’t
know what fun it is to experience
a soccer match at Lawrence, ask
someone who has. and I ’ll see you
there. Don't forget the olives.

Frats pig out
Sixty-five fortunate fraternity
members devoured one not so
fortunate 250 pound sow last
sunday afternoon in the Viking
Room. The beast feast, a
brainstorm of Jerry Kerkman,
'79, and Scott Myers, ’79, may
very well prove to be the gala
event of the year on Lawrence’s
social calendar. The sixty-five
fraternity
members,
representing the five active
fraternities on campus—Beta,
Delt, FiJi, Phi Delt, Phi Tau—
savoured a very dignified meal in
stately decorum. (BR-R R-A-AA-PPPl
In an attempt to familiarize
fraternity members of each
house with members of other
houses, Kerkman, the Delt food
chairman, and Myers, the Phi
Delt food chairman, devised the
plan of the pig roast.
The two sophomores cooked the
entire meal which consisted of
the pig, homemade dressing,
apple sauce, and fruit salad.
Kerkman and Meyers were up at
5:00 a.m. on Sunday Morning
starting the coals for the fire,
seasoning the pork, and making
the final preparations for the
cooking of the beast.
Mark “Jazz Man” Ryan, ’77,
one of the many contented
best
eaters
summed
up the attitude of the majority of
the participants when he cleverly
quipped. “ I t .. . was . . . urip . .
very . . . good.”

C o n k e y ’s

The Monopoly Book, Maxine Brady, *2.95
—This book makes Monopoly playing a science.
1977 Artists’ and Photographers’ Market, *10.95
—The where-to guide of where to sell your work.
The Ascent of Man, J. Bronowski, *7.95
-New paperback version of Bronowski s engrossing introduction to the science ot lite.

)977 Wri,crs-Market, >13.50
-Newest edition of the standard reference,
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Campus notes

Tomorrow
K:30 - I :(>«: The annual Safehouse
Party will be held in the Delt
house (green doors). The party
is free for freshmen and
transfers (with invitation) and
$1.00 for upperclassmen. The
theme is taken from the
Safehouse Bar in Milwaukee;
the party will feature the
English Pub, the Casa Blanca
room, the Rathskellar with a
live
band
and
dancing.
Safehouse is sponsored by
Delta Gamma and Delta Tau
Delta.
Sunday
l pm: Children’s Rec will meet in
Plantz lounge to pick pumpkins
and carve jack-o-lanterns on
the Chapel Lawn. Assistance
would be appreciated. Please
bring spoons and pocket knives
for carving. Questions? Call
Martha Lee ext. 345.
Monday
7 pm: The L.U. Photo society will
meet in the Art Center to print
last week’s photographs. All
interested
persons
are
welcome to attend. For more
infor contact Art Kelley ext.
323.
Tuesday
2:30-4:00: RAP Group - Con
ference Room, Health Center, a
group to explore blocks to the
R ealization
of
Academ ic
Potential is being formed under
the sponsorship of the College
Methods
Lab
and
the
University Counseling Service.
The group will meet for a total
of five sessions during the
month of November and is open
to all interested students. For
further inform ation contact
Brett Trowbridge ext. 471 or
Barbara Tank ext. 327.

Wednesday
7:30 pm: There will be a free
introductory lecture on the TM
program in Youngchild Hall,
room 166. Open to the public.
Friday
8:00 am: Art I field trip to
Milwaukee Zoo and Conrad
Schmidt Studios. Departure by
bus from in front of the con
servatory.
Box
lunches
provided to those who eat at
Downer; others must provide
their own lunches. Return
about 5 pm. Fare of $4.50 must
be paid to Theatre Box Office
on or before Wednesday, Nov.
3.

The Incomprehensible

A new
ming to talk about
everything you find
make sense of.

group is for
anything and
impossible to
Anyone in 

terested in joining the group is
invited to bring for general
discussion a sample of something
that
he-she
finds
in 
comprehensible and-or repulsive.
New topic every week. First
meeting Tuesday, Nov. 2, 7-8 pm
in the Women’s Center. Colman
Hall.

I ’NICEF Week
Sunday, Oct. 31, pm-6pm: Trick or Treat for UNICEF. Meet in
Plantz.
Monday, Nov. 1: UNICEF Christmas cards and calendars go on
sale until Nov. 18. Order through catalogs and sign up sheets
at dorm desks. Sponsored by Friends of UNICEF.
Tuesday, Nov. 2, 11 am -1:30 pm: Bake sale in Downer lobby by
the L.U. Christian Fellowship -all proceeds to UNICEF.
Wednesday. Nov. 3, 11 am - 2 pm: Taffy apple sale on Downer
porch, sponsored by Pan-Hel. Proceeds to UNICEF.
Thursday, Nov. 4, 7:30 pm: “ Phantom of the Opera" with Lon
Chaney, an old silent film shown in YC-161. Cost: 75c.
Friday, Nov. 5, 9 pm - 1 pm: Square dance in Riverview with
Lyle Leatherman. Cost: 50c, all for UNICEF.

!):()() pm: A square dance with
caller Lyle Leatherman will be
held in Riverview Lounge.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
Cider and doughnut holes will
be served. Admission fee of 50c
will be collected and donated to
UNICEF.

General Announcements
Committee on Instruction

There is a position open for a
freshm an on the U niversity
Committee on Instruction. For
info or application, contact Bob
Appleyard, ext. 649.

Something new

This year for the first time,
alumni of the classes of 1972-76
are being actively encouraged by
the Alumni Relations Office to
return
to
Lawrence
for
hom ecom ing.
The
class
secretaries, according to Gilbert
Swift,
director of
a lu m n i
relations, have contacted all the
members of their respective
classes to “ encourage people to
think very seriously about
coming.” Swift emphasizes that
these alumni should not consider
this an “Official reunion,” but

rather should return because
they “ wanted to see people.”
The Alumni Office anticipates
that approxim ately
250-300
alumni from these five classes
will be returning for Lawrence
hom ecom ing weekend. The
Coffeehouse has been reserved as
their headquarters for the day.
They will eat lunch at Downer
Commons, where brats and
hamburgers will be served

Halloween Party
The annual Halloween party
for children of the Lawrence
faculty will take place Friday,
Oct. 29, from 4:00 to 6:30 pm at
the Delt house (green doors).
There will be games, treats,
dinner, and prizes for the best
costumes. The party is sponsored
by Delta Tau Delta and Kappa
Alpha Theta.

Diving is a natural high
by Susan Chandler
Many people, from Daedalus to
Superman, have tried it. Even
today, people are still fascinated
by the thought of flying, or being
aloft in the sky. John Rowland,
'79, was one of those poeple, and
he fulfilled his fascination by sky-,
diving.
Rowland became interested in
sky-diving last year when he
p articipated in a sky-diving
outing. The outing, organized by
John Sterba ’76, took place at the
Para-naut sky-diving school in
Omro, Wis.
The outing began with a class
session, in which the m ain
techniques of sky-diving: exiting
the plane, the arch of the jump,
emergency procedures, and the
landing, were taught. The
essential techniques of sky-diving
were drilled into the students
during their lesson until they
could “do any of it in their sleep” .
After a five hour lesson, a plane
with three jumpers, a jumpmaster. and the pilot went up.
Rowland’s first jum p, as is
required for all first jumps, was a
static line jump. In other words,
the shoot opened automatically.
This is opposed to a free-fall jum p
in which the diver pulls his own

cord.
All of Rowland’s jumps (five
static line and one free-fall) have
been successes. He says that
most accidents occur during the
landing, - often because the
jumper has panicked or has not
followed instructions. These
problems are rarely related to
the shoots themselves. Para-naut
uses Army Reserve shoots, and
each person is equipped with a
reserve shoot. There is also
constant contact via walkietalkie between the diver and the
plane.
According to Rowland, the cost
of the first jum p ranges from $30
to $50, depending on the number
of people in the group. Each
subsequent jump, however, is
$13. Included in the price is
jumpsuit, shoes, parashoot, and
approximately three minutes of
jumping time.
Is it worth the money?
Rowland thinks so. “ Everyone
should try it,” he says. “The
quiet is unbelievable - it’s a
natural high.”
There will be a meeting of the
sky-diving club in 1st floor
Colman lounge on Tuesday at
7:00 pm. Everyone is invited.

RENT-A-CAR^

RENT-m r u c k

Kent A New Ford As Low A s:
J7 PER DAY; 7* PER MILE
Call For Special Holiday Rates
For Reservations:
DAVE BRAN TMEIER 731-5211
Everyjhing From Pintos to 12 Pass. Wagons
You must be 21 to rent

See: Bruce M arshall, Ext. 641

Your Student Rep. CO-OP
^ ^

FORD L APPLETON
ig A Rent-A-Car
7 3 1 . 5211
W. College Ave. — 2 Blks. E. of 41
Mon., Wed., Fri. ’til 9 — Sot. 8-5

HIMGRIY
FREE DELIVERY
from 9 to 10 p m
Call anytime from 5 to 9 and have your Subs, delivered
free from 9 to 10.
Also, Hungri’s will now be open until after bar closing (2:30 ami

mcAL on n Bun
T W O L O C A T IO N S
1418 N. Richmond
Appleton. Wis.
733-0172

545 High Street
(Next to campus)
Oshkosh, Wis.
235-0223

Phone For Pick ups & Delivery
Open 10:30 a.m. to Midnight Everyday

